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7. Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

In chapter 6, we covered virtual, cloud and physical blueprints. These blueprints 
help us to deploy single machines. However, from time to time providing 
single machines might not be enough, instead we have to provision a group of 
machines. There are plenty of use cases for this, amongst them:

•	 The provisioning of multi-tier applications is probably the most 
important use case. This usually goes hand-in-hand with development 
teams that need to deploy their applications. A traditional n-tier 
application consists of a network load balancer, one or more web 
frontend servers, an application server and a database. To increase 
security, the different application components can also be placed into 
different subnets (with dedicated firewall rules between the subnets). 
Depending on the environment, the network to be used is either pre-
configured or must be created dynamically at runtime.

•	 Multimachine blueprints can also be used for deploying the very same 
application several times for different purposes. For example, there 
could be a test, integration or production environment. 

•	 Multimachine blueprints are also very well suited to training 
environments, where the same set of machines must be deployed 
multiple times.

Essentially, a multimachine blueprint is a collection of single blueprints 
(together with some additional settings for the multimachine lifecycle and 
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146 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

network). This chapter will cover the basics of multimachine blueprints, as well 
as how they can be configured in vRealize Automation. 
 Another focus of this chapter is the integration of vRealize Automation 
with NSX. In many cases, having appropriately sized virtual machines is not 
enough. From time to time, it is also a requirement to configure a network on 
the fly. However, this means not only automating the machine provisioning, 
but also the network provisioning. In traditional networks, we only deal with 
assigning IP addresses, DNS settings and LAN assignments. When deploying 
a complex multi-tiered application, as described in the use cases above, 
additional components are needed: Logical switches and networks, security 
groups, firewalls, load balancers or firewall rules. Without being able to 
dynamically create networks, the provisioning of complex applications cannot 
be automated. Therefore manual intervention is still required. When such a 
dynamic provisioning of networks is needed, vRealize Automation has to be 
integrated with VMware NSX. 

7.1 Basics of network profiles

We have already covered the basics of network profiles in chapter 5. However, 
as network profiles represent an important prerequisite for setting up 
multimachine blueprints, we will further explore this topic.
 Essentially, network profiles perform two main functions in vRealize 
Automation. Firstly, they are responsible for the NIC configuration (i.e. IP 
address, subnet mask, default gateway, DNS). Secondly, in conjunction with NSX, 
they provide edge services router configuration (route or NAT functionality). 
There are five different principle types:

•	 External network profiles – provisioned machines get connected 
to a network which is created and configured outside of vRealize 
Automation.

•	 Private profile – machines are connected to a network with no 
external connectivity at all.

•	 Routed network – vRealize Automation dynamically creates a 
network with different subnets and a routing table.

•	 One-to-One NAT profile – used to conserve externally routable IP 
addresses within a network.

•	 One-to-Many NAT profile – similar to One-to-One NAT profile, 
however there is no source NAT.

As stated earlier network profiles are responsible for the NIC configuration. 
They provide an easy way for virtual machines to reference IPs addressed to 
a machine during the lifecycle and provisioning through vRealize Automation. 
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147Basics of network profiles

This in turn allows to reclaim IP addresses when the machine is eventually 
destroyed. This is a very handy feature for companies which do not have an IP 
address management (IPAM) tool like Infoblox running.
 The following points are required for vRealize Automation to 
successfully inject an IP address into a machine:

•	 Guest customization specification – IP addresses will be assigned 
using the guest customization specification. Without configuring 
this, IP addresses will just be reserved from the pool of the network 
profile, but they will not be applied to the provisioned machine. 

•	 VMware tools – behind the scenes, the configuration of virtual 
machines with new IP addresses happens with the VMware tools.

While it is good practice to have a vRealize Automation guest agent installed on 
a template, it is not a prerequisite for assigning an IP address.
As stated, the guest customization specification is required by the internal IPAM 
system. However, if this is not the case, you can still use the IPAM system, but 
additional work is required (you would have to configure the network device 
by yourself):
In general, when a VM is deployed with a network profile, the following custom 
properties are set:

•	 VirtualMachine.Network0.Address
•	 VirtualMachine.Network0.SubnetMask
•	 VirtualMachine.Network0.Gateway
•	 VirtualMachine.Network0.PrimaryDNS
•	 VirtualMachine.Network0.SecondaryDNS (optional)
•	 VirtualMachine.Network1.Address
•	 VirtualMachine.Network1.SubnetMask
•	 …

These custom properties could be read by an Orchestrator workflow, which in 
turn would invoke another workflow to assign the IP address using the Guest 
API (we will talk about Orchestrator in a later chapter in detail). If Orchestrator 
is not a valid choice, you could also place a script in the machine template. This 
script receives some input and configures the networking settings. The script 
would be triggered by the guest agent (we talked about triggering scripts in 
chapter 6).
 Depending on the desired functionality, you need to choose the 
appropriate network profile to be created.
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7.1.1. Creating external network profile 

In order to create an external network profile, you need to complete the 
following steps:

1. Navigate to the page Infrastructure > Reservations > Network 
profile.

2. Click on the link New Network Profile  > External on the right-hand 
side of the screen. The configuration dialog opens (see Fig. 7-1).

3. Assign a Name for the network.
4. Define the Subnet mask.
5. The other fields (Gateway, Primary DNS, Secondary DNS, DNS 

Suffix, DNS search suffix, Preferred WINS) are all optional.

Figure 7-1 External network profile configuration

Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 
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6. Click on the tab IP Ranges to configure IP address management. 
Please note that this step is optional. There are different ways to 
configure the IP addresses; you can define a fixed range, you can 
configure them one by one, or you can upload a CSV file containing the 
IP addresses. If you do not configure IP ranges, vRealize Automation 
will rely on a static IP or on DHCP, for assigning IP addresses.

7. Click OK to save your network profile.

7.1.2. Private network profiles

As the name implies, private networks do not have upstreaming traffic (north – 
south) or routing during deployment. The created networks are connected to a 
deployed edge gateway, which in turn can provide east – west routing (however 
with no connectivity to an external network). The network architecture itself is 
depicted in Fig. 7-2. 

Figure 7-2 Network profiles

Basics of network profiles

NAT Network

Routed Network
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150 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

To create a private network profile, please perform the following tasks:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Reservations > Network Profiles and 
hover over New Network Profile and select Private. The configuration 
page opens (see Fig. 7-3).

2. Assign a Name for the network.
3. Define a description (optional).
4. Specify a subnet mask (for example 255.255.0.0).
5. Specify if you want to have a DHCP enabled. If yes, provide values for 

the IP range start and IP range end textboxes.
6. If you want to configure a list of assignable IP addresses, change to the 

IP Ranges tab.
7. Click OK to save your routed network profile.

Figure 7-3 Private network profile
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151Basics of network profiles

7.1.3. Routed network profiles

As already mentioned, routed network profiles are based on NSX and are 
only used with multimachine blueprints. At runtime, vRealize Automation 
defines networks by means of routed network profiles. The routed network is 
connected to an external network by means of a deployed edge gateway. Hence, 
when creating a routed network profile, an external network profile must be 
specified first. Furthermore, because routed networks create further networks, 
they must also define IP ranges. These ranges are used to allocate a range of 
IPs to a specific machine, within a multimachine blueprint. Fig. 7-4 depicts a 
network profile.
 A typical use case for routed network profiles is the provisioning of 
multi-tiered applications. For example, taking security in mind, individual 
servers of a particular tier should be placed in different networks. 

Figure 7-4 Multi-machine script execution
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152 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

To create a routed network profile, carefully work through the following tasks:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Reservations > Network Profiles and 
hover over New Network Profile and select Routed. The configuration 
page opens (see Fig. 7-5).

2. Assign a Name for the network.
3. Define a description (optional).
4. Use the dropdown list  External network profile to associate your 

network with a physical network.
5. Specify a subnet mask (for example 255.255.0.0).
6. Configure the Range subnet mask. The range subnet mask determines 

how many networks will be created. For example, typing in 
255.255.240.0 implies creating 16 networks, because within the third 
quadruple specifies 4 bit for the amount of networks.

7. Assign a Base IP address to specify the first network.

Figure 7-5 Routed network profile
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153Basics of network profiles

8. Review or provide input for the Primary DNS, Secondary DNS, DNS 
suffix, DNS search suffix, Preferred WINS and Alternate WINS. 
Once you have connected your profile with an external network 
profile, these values automatically get pre-filled.

9. Change to the IP Ranges tab to specify and review the IP addresses.
10. Click OK to save your routed network profile.

Figure 7-6 NAT network profile
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154 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

7.1.4. NAT network profiles

The final kind of network profile that can be created is the NAT network profile. 
A NAT network has similarities to a routed network, in that it is connected to 
an external network via an edge gateway. NAT network profiles come in two 
different flavors:

•	 Within a One-To-One NAT network, each machine is assigned to two 
different IP addresses, an internal one and a public one.

•	 A One-To-Many NAT network only offers one external IP address, for 
a NAT Router.  Internal machines do not have a public IP address.

A NAT network is best suited to deploying identical networks. For example, if 
you want to provide a training environment for students or to have identical 
networks for the production/integration/testing of a network.
 To create a routed network profile, we must complete the following:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Reservations > Network Profiles and 
hover over New Network Profile and select NAT. The configuration 
page opens (see Fig. 7-6).

2. Assign a Name for the network.
3. Define a description (optional).
4. Use the dropdown list External network profile to associate your 

network with a physical network.
5. Choose if you want to create a One-To-One or a One-To-Many NAT 

network type.
6. Review or provide input for the Primary DNS, Secondary DNS, DNS 

suffix, DNS search suffix, Preferred WINS and Alternate WINS. 
Once you have connected your profile with an external network 
profile, these values automatically get pre-filled.

7. If your network profile is of type One-to-Many, it is possible to define 
IP ranges. In that case, define an IP range start and an IP range end 
as well as the Lease time (seconds) (optional).

8. If you want to configure a list of assignable IP addresses change to the 
IP Ranges tab.

9. Click OK to save your routed network profile.
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155Introduction to multimachine blueprints

7.2 Introduction to multimachine blueprints

Multimachine blueprints define a single blueprint entity, which in turn 
consists of other blueprints. These blueprints are called component blueprints 
(the enclosed machines are called component machines). The lifecycle of a 
multimachine blueprint resembles that of a normal blueprint. Furthermore, 
multimachine blueprints can be configured to run scripts during their lifecycle 
(for example, at the time of the provisioning, or after turning a machine on or 
off). Fig. 7-7 depicts how a multimachine blueprint is composed of component 
blueprints.
 At runtime, it is the Distributed Execution Manager (DEM) that executes 
the multimachine blueprint workflows.  

Figure 7-7 Multi-machine overview
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156 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

Requesting multimachines is similar to requesting singular machines. End 
users can adjust the settings for provisioning. For example, how many machines 
should be deployed and which hardware resources (CPU, memory and storage) 
should be used. Of course more fine-grained customization, using custom 
properties, is possible too.

7.2.1. Comparison with vCloud Director vApp

Historically, vCloud Director already had the ability to provision a set of 
different virtual machines, along with creating new networks.  For this purpose, 
the concept of a vApp was introduced. vApps are not known within vRealize 
Automation, but they have similarities with multimachine blueprints. That is 
reason enough to show a comparison of both:

vRealize Automation multimachine 
blueprint

vCloud Director vApp

Multimachine blueprints act as a container 
for blueprints

Based on vApp templates

Provisioning of physical, virtual and cloud 
machines

Only cloud machines can be deployed

Machines are managed by vRealize 
Automation

vApps can be managed by vRealize 
Automation

Access:
Microsoft Remote Desktop
SSH
VMware Remote Console

Access:
Microsoft Remote Desktop
SSH
VMware Remote Console

Network provisioning based on VMware NSX Network provisioning is an out-of-the-box 
capability of vApp

After provisioning, additional machines can 
be added

Machines cannot be added after provisioning

Boot order of the virtual machine is defined 
within the multimachine blueprint.

vApp determines start order

Table 7-1  Multi-machine blueprint vs. vCloud Director vApp

7.2.2. Multimachine blueprint preparations

Before setting up a multimachine blueprint with dynamic network provisioning, 
there are a couple of steps to be carried out in advance:

•	 First of all, a transport zone has to be configured. 
•	 A NSX or vCNS endpoint has to be created.
•	 A network profile has to be set up.
•	 Reservations must be configured accordingly.
•	 The blueprint can be configured.
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157Introduction to multimachine blueprints

7.2.3. Configuring a transport zone

When creating a multimachine template in vRealize Automation, you must set 
up a transport zone in order to use a NAT, a private or a routed network. The 
transport zone must be configured on both the reservation and the blueprint. 
With the help of the transport zone, dynamic networks can be created at 
runtime. However, before being able to set up a transport zone, you need a 
working VXLAN configuration. Setting up the transport zone is part of the NSX 
configuration, so we will skip these configuration steps here. 
 There is no need to create any virtual wires or edges. They will be 
automatically created by vRealize Automation during provisioning time.

7.2.4. Creating an endpoint 

The NSX endpoint is created via VMware Orchestrator. Therefore a running 
Orchestrator instance, which is connected to vRealize Automation via an 
endpoint, is required. We will talk about Orchestrator in greater detail in 
chapter X. For now, we will only describe the basic steps required in order to 
integrate NSX with vRealize Automation:

1. Log into vRealize Orchestrator as an administrator.
2. Select the Workflow tab and navigate through the library to the NSX > 

NSX workflows for vCAC folder.
3. Execute the Enable security policy support for overlapping subnet 

workflow.
4. Select the NSX endpoint as the input parameter for the workflow.

Once the workflow has been run, the Distributed Firewall (DFW) rules (defined 
in the security policy) are applied. However, these are only applied to the vNICs 
of the security group members to which this security policy applies.

7.2.5. Setup of network profiles

The next step within the configuration is to setup network profiles.  We 
discussed network profiles at the beginning of the chapter, so we shall not 
spend more time on them.
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158 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

7.2.6. Configuring reservations

After the network profiles have been created and configured, you have to 
continue with the configuration of the reservations. Transport zones can be 
discovered after an inventory scan, once the endpoints have been correctly 
configured for NSX. So at runtime, vRealize Automation is able to create the 
appropriate networks. In addition, you are able to configure security groups. 
Security groups can be compared to firewalls, between the different provisioned 
networks.
Run through the configuration, performing the steps as follows:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Reservations > Reservations.
2. Select and edit the reservation to which you want to apply the 

appropriate configuration.
3. Change to the Network tab.
4. As a first step, you must assign the external network. Within the 

Network Paths table, choose a network and select the appropriate 
network profile.

5. Select the Transport Zone.
6. When required, select a security group within the Security group 

list.
7. If you need a Routed Gateway, activate the checkbox within the 

Routed Gateway table, choose a network path and assign an external 
network profile.

8. Click on the Save-icon.
9. Save your reservation with OK.

7.2.7. Creating a multimachine blueprint

Once the preliminary work has been carried out, the multimachine blueprint 
itself can be created and configured. As mentioned already, a multimachine 
blueprint acts as a container for blueprints. Therefore, you must create these 
blueprints in advance.
Compared to normal blueprints, multimachine blueprints have the following 
differences:

•	 You can define the start, as well as the shutdown order, for each of the 
blueprints enclosed in the multimachine blueprint.

•	 For each of the enclosed blueprints a network, where the machine 
should be deployed to, can be assigned.

•	 Within the blueprint you can assign a transport zone, network 
profiles and routed gateways.

•	 The Distributed Execution Manager (DEM) can invoke scripts during 
the lifecycle of a multimachine deployment. There are six different 
hooks for registering these scripts (see following table).
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159Introduction to multimachine blueprints

Phase Description
Pro-Provisioning A script is invoked – after the approval of the workflow, but 

before the beginning of the provisioning
Post-Provisioning Run a script after the provisioning (and after turning on the 

machines)
Pre-startup Run a script before switching on the machine
Post-startup Run a script immediately after turning on the machine
Pre-shutdown Run a script before shutting down the machine.
Post-shutdown Run a script after shutting down the machine

Table 7-2  Multi-machine DEM hooks

You must perform the following steps in order to create a multimachine 
blueprint:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Blueprints > Blueprints.
2. Click on New Blueprint > Multimachine.
3. Fill out all required information on the first Blueprint Information 

tab.
4. Change to the Build Information tab.
5. For each blueprint, which you want to add to the multimachine 

blueprint, click the Add Blueprint icon.
6. Select the blueprint to be added and click on OK.
7. Once the blueprint has been added, click the Edit link on the 

blueprint’s row within the blueprints table.
8. Configure the following network settings:

a. Click on New Network Adapter and assign a network profile 
to the different network adapters. Choose whether you want 
to configure a static IP address or a DHCP for the network 
settings.

b. Once you have configured a transport zone on the network 
tab, you can define a load balancer for your machines on the 
Load Balancer tab.

c. If you want to configure firewall settings, move on to 
the Security tab. You can apply Security policies, add 
components to Security groups and configure Security tags.

Click on OK to save your network settings.
9. Configure the Lease (days). A minimum and a maximum value can be 

provided (blank values mean no expiration date).
10. Switch to the Network tab.
11. If you have configured vRealize Automation for NSX/vCNS, use the 

Transport zone dropdown list to select your transport zone. 
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160 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

12. Assign the network profiles.
13. Select a reservation policy for the Routed Gateway.
14. If you are using NSX, you can also activate App Isolation.
15. Change to the Scripting page if you want to configure any workflows 

that should run during the multimachine’s lifecycle.
16. You can configure the actions, which should be permitted for the end 

users on the Actions page.
17. Click OK to save the blueprint.

Like other blueprints, the multimachine blueprint also needs to be published. 
Only once you have done this, can you add it to your service catalog.

Hint: Upload scripts
If you want to configure your multimachine blueprint to run a script on the 
Scripting tab, you first have to upload the script file to the Model Manager. 
This can be done via the cloudutil.exe command. The cloudutil.exe file can 
be installed as part of the vRealize Automation Designer. You will find the 
installation files on the IaaS-installer page (https://<vRealize-Automation-
apppliance.domain.name>:5480:/installer). Once you have installed the 
vRealize Automation Designer, go to the directory C:\Program Files (x86)\
VMware\vCAC\Design Center and run the following command to upload your 
script (replace with your script name and file):

Cloudutil.exe FileImport –n MyScript  -f MyScript.ps1

As soon as the upload has been completed, the script can be referenced from a 
multimachine blueprint.

7.3 Importing machines to vRealize Automation

If you already have running virtual machines, it is possible to bring them under 
the control of vRealize Automation. When shifting away from vCloud Director, 
this is the way to migrate to vRealize Automation.
 We have already mentioned that there is no upgrade path from vCloud 
Director to vRealize Automation. However, in this chapter we showed how 
vCloud Director concepts can be translated to vRealize Automation concepts. 
The basic process is the same as when importing compute resources from other 
systems. While there is no official guide regarding how machines should be 
migrated, you can nevertheless find the following steps useful (as the best way 
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161Importing machines to vRealize Automation

is to clone these machines):

1. Make sure you have sufficient room on your storage for cloning the 
machines. It is recommended that the destination cluster of your 
clone is already a compute resource within your vRealize Automation 
environment.

2. Go to the vSphere Web Client, navigate to your VM and go to the vApp 
Options tab and uncheck the Enable vApp Options checkbox. The 
result is that vCloud Director properties are removed from the VM 
(see Fig.7-8).

3. Navigate to Infrastructure > Compute Resources > Compute 
Resources, hover over your cluster and click Data Collection. Trigger 
an Inventory data collection.

4. Go to Infrastructure > Infrastructure Organizer > Infrastructure 
Organizer.

5. Click Next.
6. Choose the compute resources you want to configure on step 1 and 

click Next.
7. Within the next step, check the box beside the compute resource that 

contains the clone VM.
8. Ensure the compute resource maps to a fabric group and optionally a 

cost profile and click Next.
9. In step 3, select the machines that you want to import. For each 

machine you want to add, click the Edit icon and associate the 
machine with a business group. Once you have finished, click on Next 
to continue.

10. In step 4, assign a blueprint, reservation and machine owner to the 
machine. vApps must be mapped to multimachine blueprints. Click 
Next to continue.

11. Verify the settings in the last steps and click Finish.

Once the import has been completed, machine owners can see the machines in 
their catalog and should be able to log on into those machines.

Figure 7-8 Enable vApp options
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162 Network Profiles and Multimachine Blueprints 

7.3.1. Bulk import

If you want to import more than a few machines, bulk import is a viable option. 
Bulk imports are useful in a variety of use cases:

•	 You can make global changes to a set of virtual machines, for instance, 
changing a virtual machine property such as storage path settings.

•	 Import unmanaged machines.
•	 Import machines into an upgraded deployment.

You can use the bulk import feature from the graphical user interface, or you 
can use the CloudUtil command-line interface. We will talk about using the 
CloudUtil tool later, in chapter 13.  Using the bulk import feature requires both 
a fabric administrator and a business group role membership. You can perform 
the bulk import by executing the following steps:

1. The first step is to create a virtual machine CSD data file. Navigate 
to Infrastructure > Infrastructure Organizer > Bulk Imports and 
click on the Generate CSV file button.

2. Provide input for the following options (see Fig. 7-9):
3. Machines: Unmanaged or Managed

a. The Business group for the bulk import (optional)
b. The Owner (optional)
c. A specific blueprint (optional)
d. A resource filter: You can filter on a specific Compute 

Resource or Endpoint.
4. Click OK to export the CSV file.
5. Correct or complement the CSV file. If there is missing data for the 

different virtual machines, you will have entries beginning with 
“INVALID” or “UNDEFINED”. The following categories exist and must 
be reviewed:

a. #Import—Yes or No: Set to No to skip a virtual machine for 
importing.

b. Virtual Machine Name: Do not change.
c. Virtual Machine ID: Also do not change.
d. Provide a valid Host reservation (Name or ID).
e. Assign a valid storage (Name or ID).
f. Type in the ID or name of a blueprint.
g. Assign an Owner name.
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163Summary

6. Now the bulk import can be started. On the Bulk Import page, click 
the New Bulk Import button.

7. Provide a name for the bulk import.
8. Upload the CSV file.
9. Define the start time for the import.
10. You can define a Delay (seconds) and a Batch size. You can define 

these values if you have a large set of virtual machines and the import 
load for the import may be too high.

11. Optionally you can Ignore managed machines, skip user validation 
(can decrease the import time) or specify if you only want to start a 
test import run.

12. Click OK to start the bulk process.

7.4 Summary

This chapter introduced network profiles and multimachine blueprints. 
Multimachine blueprints are an important means of provisioning complex 
environments in vRealize Automation. Multimachine blueprints are closely 
interconnected with NSX and can even dynamically provision networks. 
However, to enable this, some preliminary work needs to be carried out. An 
endpoint for NSX must be configured, a network profile created and reservations 
have to be configured accordingly.

Figure 7-9 Generate CSV File for bulk import
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17. DevOps and vRealize Automation
Recently, DevOps techniques have become more and more popular. The most 
important parts of DevOps are automation and configuration management 
– both techniques that are also part of vRealize Automation. Hence, many 
companies use VMware products, as part of the underlying technology, when 
introducing DevOps in their enterprises. Consequently, this book also covers 
DevOps techniques. We will first give a short overview of DevOps and then 
demonstrate how vRealize Automation could be used for DevOps.

17.1 Foundations of DevOps
Essentially, DevOps is a software development method, which stresses 
communication, collaboration (information sharing and web service usage), 
integration, automation, and the measurement of cooperation (between 
software developers and other information-technology professionals). DevOps 
techniques are used to shorten the time and reduce the number of processes, 
required to take a software project from the initial concept phase to the final 
product.
 DevOps techniques were made famous by Web-scale IT companies, 
such as Netflix, Etsy and Amazon Web Services. Gene Kim, the author of the 
book The Phoenix Project and one of the must important contributors in the 
DevOps scene, states that there are three ways to DevOps:

•	 The First Way is to optimize the flow of work from development to IT 
operations.

•	 The Second Way is about shortening and amplifying the feedback 
loops.

•	 The Third Way says that we should encourage experimentation and 
learn rapidly from failures.
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312 DevOps and vRealize Automation

These principles are similar to the ones known as CAMS (culture, automation, 
measurement, and sharing), as discussed by John Willis and other DevOps 
leaders:

•	 Culture: When there is a failure, there should be no prompt blame 
assignment. Instead, the way team members think about deployment 
practices and how they respond to failures should be changed.

•	 As manual contributions and software deployments tend to be 
error-prone, automation is the way to go. This also reduces the time 
needed for deployments.

•	 Monitoring and measurement are essential to success.
•	 People should share their knowledge with each other. 

17.2 DevOps Tools

There are many tools to help introduce DevOps within an enterprise. These 
tools can be categorized as follows:

•	 Ticket systems
•	 Server deployments
•	 Configuration management
•	 Continuous integration
•	 Continuous delivery
•	 Continuous deployment
•	 Log analysis

In the following, we will describe these techniques in more detail.

17.2.1. Ticket systems

Usually, project managements introduce some kind of ticket systems for task 
management. Such a system helps to keep track of problems and also allows 
some kind of historical analysis. Furthermore, such a system should help 
identify the root cause of bottlenecks in a production environment. It can also 
help give insight into data regarding all members of the software project team.
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313DevOps Tools

17.2.2. Server deployments

As stated, software deployments should not be handled manually. At this point, 
vRealize Automation enters the stage as a new player. However, there are other 
software programs which could be used for automated server deployments. For 
example, VMware Auto Deploy for vSphere servers, Puppet Enterprise, Chef or 
Foreman. Recently, Docker has also become quite popular. Essentially, Docker is 
an open-source project which helps to automate the deployment of applications 
within software containers. We will cover Docker within this section as well.

17.2.3. Configuration management

Once a machine has been deployed, it still has to be configured, before being 
production-ready. In this book, we’ve already covered integration of Puppet 
into vRealize Automation. Puppet can be used to take control, once vRealize 
Automation has completed its deployment process. Other tools to consider 
are Chef, PowerShell Desired State Configuration (DSC), or an orchestration 
framework like Ansible.

17.2.4. Continuous integration

Continuous integration is the practice of merging all developers’ progress 
into a shared mainline, several times a day. One of the most famous software 
tools, for continuous integration, is Jenkins. Jenkins is a tool used to build and 
test software projects continuously, as well as to monitor their execution. By 
introducing such automation, bugs are found and dealt with more easily.

17.2.5. Continuous delivery

‘Continuous delivery’, is a software engineering approach, in which teams keep 
producing valuable software in short cycles. It also ensures that software can 
be reliably released at any time. It is used in software development to automate 
and improve the process of software delivery. Its benefits are: accelerated 
time to market, the knowledge that the right product is being built, higher 
productivity and efficiency, reliable releases, a higher quality product and 
improved customer satisfaction.
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314 DevOps and vRealize Automation

17.2.6. Continuous deployment

Continuous deployment is the next step of continuous delivery: Every change 
that passes the automated tests is then deployed to production automatically.

17.2.7. Log analysis

When deploying machines and software, you have to guarantee that your 
implemented processes are working correctly. The best way to do this would be 
to check your logs. However, manual log checking is a tedious and error-prone 
task. That being said, as it is the case when deploying machines, automation can 
help. There are already products available for this. VMware offers Log Insight, 
there is also Splunk and then there are the Open Source tools such as Logstash 
(combined with Elasticsearch and Kibana).

17.3 vRealize Automation and DevOps

Once we have covered the basics of DevOps and explained the tools used to 
establish it within an enterprise, we want to shift our focus once more to 
vRealize Automation. 
One of the greatest strengths of vRealize Automation is the user-friendly service 
catalog. A large part of this book has covered the building and maintenance 
of the service catalog. We have also talked about the extension of vRealize 
Automation. This can happen by means of vRealize Orchestrator, via IP address 
management tools like Infoblox and also with configuration management 
tools such as Puppet, firewalls, load-balancers or multi-tier applications. In 
the following, we want to describe how such features can be implemented in a 
vRealize Automation environment.

17.3.1. Deploying and automating multi-tier applications with 
vRealize Application Services

Application Services have so far not been covered by this book. However, they 
are also bundled with the Enterprise edition of vRealize Automation.
 When deploying services, we mostly addressed infrastructure services 
based on IaaS blueprints. In most cases, developers require more than just 
infrastructure services, they need ready-to-use multi-tier applications. Such a 
complex scenario could consist of the following components:

•	 A load balancer
•	 One or more web servers, placed behind a load balancer
•	 An application server
•	 A database server
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315vRealize Automation and DevOps

Such scenarios are easily deployed via vRealize Application Services. The 
Application Services provide a graphical user interface, to allow easy creation 
of multi-tier application stacks. This is done using an intuitive drag-and-drop 
palette, to instantiate components and their relationships to each other. The 
Application Services are integrated into vRealize Automation. They allow the 
deployment of applications into a range of cloud providers, such as vRealize 
Automation, vCloud Director or Amazon AWS. Like vRealize Automation, such 
stacks have a name - ‘Application Blueprints’. An Application Blueprint consists 
of the following parts:

•	 Cloud templates are virtual machines defined by the cloud provider 
– for example an IaaS blueprint from vRealize Automation.

•	 Logical templates are the mapping of Cloud templates into 
Application Services. For instance, a vRealize Automation IaaS 
blueprint or an Amazon EC2 AMI could be mapped to a logical 
template.

•	 Services are ready-to-use software that can be added to logical 
templates to create an application. For example, you could add an 
Apache Web Server to a CentOS logical template.

•	 Tasks can help to run simple scripts and perform configuration 
changes and installations.

•	 Application components represent a software artifact that could be 
developed by the DevOps team and should be part of the deployment.

•	 Policies consist of user-defined sets of definitions and govern the 
lifecycle operations of applications. For example, you can create a 
black list with applications that are not allowed to be installed. 

•	 Deployment profiles configure application deployments at runtime, 
for example they decide how much memory can be used in a certain 
environment (e.g. test or production).

Setting up Application Services usually involves the following steps:

1. First of all, the cloud machines must be installed or configured. 
As aforementioned, this could be an IaaS blueprint (from vRealize 
Automation), or an EC2 instance (from Amazon).

2. Next, cloud templates must be mapped to logical templates. Services 
that can be installed later should also be provided at this point.

3. Application blueprints can be based on logical templates, services and 
application components.

4. A Deployment profile has to be paired with the application blueprint.
5. The deployment can be started.
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316 DevOps and vRealize Automation

When using Application Services, you also have operations available to you at 
runtime:

•	 An application can be scaled out. For example, additional web servers 
can be placed behind a load balancer.

•	 Applications can also be scaled to release resources.
•	 An update of an application can be performed.
•	 Roll back an update of the application.
•	 The whole application can be torn down.

17.3.2. Puppet integration

Puppet is a configuration management system, which allows you to define 
the state of your IT infrastructure, before automatically enforcing a certain 
configuration. Whether you’re managing just a few servers or thousands 
of physical and virtual machines, Puppet automates tasks that system 
administrators would otherwise do manually,
 Once you have installed a Puppet server, you are able to configure each 
node (physical server, device or virtual machine) within the infrastructure 
with a Puppet agent as well. There should also be a designated Puppet master 
running in the environment. At regular intervals, enforcement takes place. This 
enforcement is made up of the following steps:

•	 The Puppet agent collects information about the node’s configuration 
and sends it to the Puppet master.

•	 The Puppet master figures out how the node should look like and 
sends the information back to the node.

•	 The agent makes any change needed to enforce the node’s desired 
state.

•	 Once the changes have been applied, the Puppet agent sends a report 
back to the Puppet master.

In 2013, Puppet Labs and VMware formed a strategic partnership. They had 
already been working together for over a year. VMware invested over $30 
million in Puppet Labs in order to jointly deliver, market and sell products for 
their customers (however, Puppet also supports other cloud platforms, amongst 
them Amazon AW, Cisco, OpenStack, Microsoft Azure, Eucalyptos, Rightscale, 
and Zenoss). Puppet products have several ways of integrating into VMware 
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317vRealize Code Stream

products:

•	 vSphere Environments: Puppet Enterprise offers support for 
VMware virtual machine instances (using vSphere and vCenter). 
There are commands for creating new virtual machines, viewing 
the information of existing machines, configuring and tearing down 
machines. Additionally, you can leverage Puppet modules to manage 
VMware tools like vCenter or vCenter Log Insight.

•	 vRealize Automation: We have already seen that Puppet (Enterprise 
as well as the Open Source version) can also be integrated into 
vRealize Automation and also leverage the IaaS capabilities of 
vRealize Automation. Once a machine has been deployed, Puppet 
can take control of the further configuration of the machine. In the 
Orchestrator section, we have already shown how to install and 
configure the Puppet Orchestrator plug-in. We also discussed how to 
implement a workflow based on the Puppet plug-in. 

•	 vRealize Automation Application Services: Puppet Enterprise can 
be registered as a solution within Application Services (see Fig. 18-4 
DevOpS). Once this has been done, Puppet modules can be used as 
native Application Services objects (via the drag-and-drop palette). 
Integration of Puppet into Application Services means that there is 
a tighter dependency between the developer tool ‘Puppet’ and the 
vRealize Automation infrastructure software. This tighter coupling is 
one of the core principles of DevOps.

17.4 vRealize Code Stream
One of the most recent VMware products vRealize Code Stream. If you take 
a look at the workflows packaged within a default Orchestrator instance (of 
vRealize Automation), you would see that there are a couple of workflows, 
which obviously do not interact with vRealize Automation. These belong 
to vRealize Code Stream. vRealize Code Stream is technically bundled with 
vRealize Automation. However, you need to separately purchase this and then 
unlock its functionality, within the graphical user interface, by using a serial 
number.
 vRealize Code Stream helps teams, that have Continuous Delivery 
in their company, to become more productive. Basically, the product helps 
developers with the following features:

•	 It automates the different tasks required to provision, deploy, test, 
monitor and decommission software for a specific release.

•	 It helps to assure standardized configurations by coordinating the 
artifacts and processes across each release delivery stage.

•	 Governance is provided as well. This includes control across the end 
to end process in the delivery pipeline.

•	 Existing tools can be integrated and used.
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318 DevOps and vRealize Automation

It is important to realize that vRealize Code Stream does not replace the existing 
software development lifecycle tools and processes (it tries to leverage and 
work with the existing tools). This can be done by means of an Orchestration 
engine, which is of course vRealize Orchestrator.
 The architecture of vRealize Code Stream has an integration framework 
that allows interacting with the following software tools:

•	 Source code management
•	 Artifact repository
•	 Build/Continuous integration
•	 Infrastructure Provisioning
•	 Software deployment
•	 Test frameworks
•	 Manual tasks

A pipeline usually consists of the following stages:

•	 First, a developer checks some code into a repository.
•	 A pipeline execution is triggered, which has three stages: test, staging 

and production.
•	 The pipeline has succeeded. The outcome should be analyzed and in 

case of an error, the error should be corrected.

Internally, the integration framework uses an embedded version of JFrog’s 
Artifactory repository manager. Code Stream’s pipeline automation is based 
on vRealize Automation. Orchestrator workflows can be invoked from various 
tasks within the Code Stream pipelines. By using Orchestrator, customers can 
integrate almost any tool into the release pipeline.

17.5 Docker

As mentioned previously, Docker helps automate the deployment of applications 
within software containers. This is done by providing an additional layer 
of abstraction and automating operating-system-level virtualization within 
Linux. The advantage of Docker is its performance. Before this, administrators 
had to instantiate new operating system instances when trying to scale out 
applications. Docker, on the other hand, avoids the overhead of starting new 
virtual machines. Instead, resource isolation features, of the Linux kernel, are 
used to provide independent containers, which are run within a single Linux 
instance.
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319Project Photon

Internally, Docker is based on resource isolation features of the Linux kernel 
and isolates an application’s view of the operating system. This includes the 
CPU and its process trees, memory, IO, network, user IDs and mounted file 
systems.
 Docker has become quite popular recently, in both cloud and DevOps 
environments.  Hence, there is a lot of support and integration with various 
infrastructure tools. This includes; Puppet, Chef, Ansible, Amazon Web Services, 
Google Cloud Platform, IBM Bluemix, OpenStack, Microsoft Azure, Pivotal Cloud 
Foundry and of course VMware.
Using Docker brings many advantages:

•	 Firstly, due to its layered approach to dependency management, the 
configuration of environments becomes easier to maintain.

•	 It provides lightweight runtime environment, which allows to run 
multiple Docker images on a single machine.

•	 Docker can be controlled and configured by other DevOps tools like 
Puppet, Chef or Ansible, hence making it easier to administer.

•	 Various runtime options help to customize images, so the same image 
can be reused for different applications.

•	 Network and storage is decoupled from the application. Consequently, 
administrators can easily run an image in different environments.

17.6 Project Photon

VMware supports the running of containers in vSphere. There are two projects: 
Project Photon and Project Lightwave. Both work together to run Linux 
containers and provide additional features for DevOps application architectures. 
Let’s introduce the two projects:

•	 Project Photon is a Linux container host runtime environment for 
vSphere. Besides Docker as a container format, it supports Rocket 
(rkt) and Garden as well. Project Photon has a small footprint and is 
a yum-compatible package-based lifecycle management system. It 
runs on environments such as VMware Fusion, VMware Workstation, 
vSphere, vCloud Air and Google Compute Engine.

•	 Project Lightwave adds additional enterprise features and can be used 
in combination with Project Photon. Firstly, it provides multi-tenancy 
across infrastructure and application stacks and to all the stages of 
an application development lifecycle. Secondly, it has support for 
additional security features as well as for an authentication and 
authorization mechanism. 
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Project Photon can be integrated into vRealize Automation. In order to achieve 
this, there are a couple of steps that must be completed first:

•	 Firstly, the latest Photon ISO must be downloaded. This ISO can be 
downloaded from Github13 and there are detailed instructions14 of 
how to do it there.

•	 As there is no support for guest customization in the ISO, a shell script 
must be placed within the OS. It is then triggered either by the Guest 
Agent or vRealize Orchestrator.

•	 Make sure that the Photon virtual machine can access the public 
Docker repository. If there is no connection to the internet, you need 
to setup your private Docker registry.

We will not demonstrate the integration of Project Photon within the vSphere 
environment, as this is already covered by the instructions available on Github. 
We will therefore only demonstrate how to integrate the Photon VM into 
vRealize Automation. There is no further necessary customization of the Photon 
VM. The template already comes with Docker installed and is preconfigured for 
the Docker registry.
 Firstly, we need to find a mechanism which assigns an IP address to a 
newly created virtual machine. As guest customizations are not supported, we 
have to do this manually. This could be done via the Guest Agent or vRealize 
Orchestrator. As we have already shown both approaches, we will only sketch 
out the necessary steps to accomplish Photon integration, by means of vRealize 
Orchestrator.
 As a prerequisite, we assume that the virtual machine is deployed 
within a network where a DHCP server is available. If this is not the case, you 
could use a network profile to assign the network settings. However, if we want 
to quickly provide a hostname via vRealize Automation, we must place a script 
in this virtual machine, that can be triggered by it.

So boot into the machine and place the following script within it:
 #Display existing hostname
 echo “Existing hostname is $hostn”
 echo “new hostname is $1”
 #change hostname in /etc/hosts & /etc/hostname
 sed -i “s/$hostn/$1/g” /etc/hosts
 sed -i “s/$hostn/$1/g” /etc/hostname

 /etc/init.d/hostname.sh start

 #display new hostname
 echo “Your new hostname is $1”

13http://vmware.github.io/photon 
14https://vmware.github.io/photon/assets/files/getting_started_with_photon_on_vsphere.pdf
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321Project Photon

Save the script as customizeos.sh and make it executable with the following 
command:
 chmod a+x customizeos.sh

Next, shutdown the machine from your vSphere Client and create a snapshot of 
the machine called ‘base’.

Now log in into vRealize Automation and perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Infrastructure > Compute Resources > Compute. 
Resources and hover over the Cluster where your Photon template 
resides.

2. Click on Data Collection.
3. In the Inventory widget, click on the Request now button to start a 

new inventory scan.

After the template has been located, a blueprint must be created and published 
to the service catalog. Once again, we already have shown how this can be 
accomplished and therefore, it will not be discussed here in further detail.
 Once this task has been accomplished, we can focus on vRealize 
Orchestrator. Continue with the following steps:

1. Import the Assign workflow to a blueprint and Run program in 
guest workflow into Orchestrator.

2. Run the Assign workflow to a blueprint workflow, select the 
MachineProvisioned template and use the Run program in guest as 
the end user workflow to run.

3. On the Photon blueprint properties section, assign values for the 
vmUsername, vmPassword, programPath and workingDirectory 
properties and save your changes.

Once you have completed the configuration, you should be able to provision a 
Photon machine to the service catalog. With the Orchestrator script executed, 
the hostname should also have been changed. You can check this by opening an 
SSH connection to the newly provisioned machine.

To run Docker, from the command prompt, enter the following command:

 systemctl start docker

To test Docker, you can start an Nginx web server from the Docker hub:
 docker run -d -p 80:80 vmwarecna/nginx 
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17.7 Summary

Recently, VMware has shifted its focus to DevOps as well. While there are many 
different DevOps tools on the market, few of them are integrated with vRealize 
Automation out-of-the-box. Consequently, customers are forced to spend a lot 
of time in pipeline automation. With the release of Code Stream, VMware now 
offers a solution to help integrate these different DevOps teams and thus allows 
the creation of a fully automated release pipeline. 
 When introducing DevOps techniques to an organization, vRealize 
Automation can also help out. This chapter covered Puppet, which can be used 
for both configuration management and automating vSphere environments. 
vRealize Application Services can close the gap between developers and 
administrators, by providing a tighter coupling.
 Furthermore, VMware spends a lot of effort in promoting the Solution 
Exchange – the marketplace of integrated technologies. In this way, VMware 
tries to play an important role in the DevOps market.
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